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We have used dissipative particle dynamics to simulate amphiphilic monolayers on the interface
between oil and water. An ultralow interfacial tension is imposed by means of Monte Carlo to
resemble the amphiphilic films that separate oil and water regions in microemulsions. We calculate
the bending modulus by analyzing the undulation spectrum. By varying the surfactant chain length
and topology we investigate the effect of surfactant structure and composition of the monolayer on
the bending moduli. We find that increasing the thickness has a larger effect than increasing the
density of the layer. This follows from the observations that at a given interfacial tension, the
bending modulus increases with chain length and is larger for linear than branched surfactants. The
increase with chain length is approximately linear, which is slower than the theoretical predictions
at a fixed area. We also investigated a binary mixture of short and long surfactants compared to pure
layers of the same average chain length. We find a roughly linear decrease in bending modulus with
mole fraction of short surfactants. Furthermore, the mixed film has a lower bending modulus than
the corresponding pure film for all mole fractions. Linking the bending moduli to the structure of the
surfactants is an important step in predicting the stability of microemulsions. ©2004 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1645509#

I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction between two interfaces of amphiphilic
molecules is of importance in many systems: Membrane–
membrane interaction in biological systems is one example,1

another is microemulsions.2,3 Microemulsions are surfactant-
rich emulsions where hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions
are so well mixed that the interfaces dominate. They can take
on many structures such as water droplets in oil, oil droplets
in water, spongelike, bicontinuous structures, and lamellar
phases. To better understand the behavior of such systems we
would like to relate the mesoscopic properties of the inter-
face to the structure of the surface active molecules which
constitute the interface. The relation goes via a description of
the interfacial properties: the interfacial tension and the elas-
tic constants. These properties describe the energy of an in-
terface with a given area and principal curvaturesc1 andc2 ,4

E5E dAS g1
k

2
~c11c222c0!21k̄c1c2D . ~1!

Here,g is the interfacial tension,k is the bending modulus,k̄
is the saddle-splay~Gaussian! modulus, andc0 is the spon-
taneous curvature. Previously we investigated the depen-
dence of the interfacial tensiong on surfactant structure.5

Here we examine how this structure influences the bending
modulusk.

The energy of an interface is, to a first approximation,
characterized by its interfacial tension, which is a measure of
the energy cost of increasing the interfacial area by one unit.
For interfaces between oil and water, or air and water, the
tension will normally be high and the two phases will be well
separated. Furthermore, the interfaces are essentially flat on
the scale involving hundreds of molecules. The interfacial
tension can however be substantially lowered by adding a
surfactant. The surfactant molecules will adsorb on the inter-
face with their hydrophilic part in the water phase and the
hydrophobic part in the oil phase. When the surfactant cov-
erage is high, the energy cost of increasing the area of an
interface can become very low. Under these circumstances
the bending modulus becomes important.k characterizes the
resistance of the interface towards bending. A low bending
modulus means large thermal undulations. Such fluctuations
give rise to entropic repulsive forces between two interfaces
close to each other such as two bilayers in lamellar phases or
two monolayers separating the oil and water regions in a
microemulsion.6 Microemulsions are characterized by low
interfacial tension. Their phase~oil-in-water, water-in-oil,
lamellar, or bicontinuous! is therefore largely dictated by the
spontaneous curvature and bending modulus.7

Experimentally, k can be determined using high-
resolution scattering techniques.8 The spectrum of undulation
modes is measured and fitted to the spectrum predicted by
the Hamiltonian model Eq.~1!. It is now possible to compute
k in molecular dynamics simulations in much the same way.
This was first done by Goetzet al.9 who studied a lipid bi-
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layer. They found two regimes: The spectral intensity of
wave lengths on the molecular scale~protrusion modes!
scaled asq2, whereq52p/l andl is the undulation wave-
length. The intensity of the longest wave lengths scaled as
q4, and from the intensity of these modes,k was extracted.

Whereas Goetzet al. used an iterative procedure to find
the area corresponding to a tensionless membrane, Lindahl
and Edholm10 employed a pressure scaling scheme to simu-
late a tensionless bilayer. This study showed an anticorrela-
tion between area fluctuations and the intensity of undulatory
modes. It therefore seems natural to use a simulation scheme
that includes the natural area fluctuations when sampling the
undulation spectrum. Several computational studies of bi-
layer rigidity have followed.11–13 Laradji and Mouritsen14

studied a monolayer on the oil/water interface with molecu-
lar dynamics. Using symmetric surfactants and special
boundary conditions, they investigated the effect of surfac-
tant density ong and k. They found thatk decreases with
increasing surfactant density for low densities but increases
with further increase of the surfactant density.

A few theoretical studies based on the mean-field ap-
proach have addressed the effect of structure and composi-
tion on the elastic constants in detail.15–19 The results differ
qualitatively with respect to the dependence ofk on chain
length and on mole fractions of cosurfactants. The theoretical
approaches differ in a few respects; one of the differences
being fixed area versus fixed interfacial tension. In this paper
we describe large scale particle simulations that further in-
vestigate these issues.

Previous simulation studies used molecular
dynamics9,10,14 with a united atoms model10 or a Lennard-
Jones based model.9,14 In this simulation study we use a
more coarse-grained approach: A simple model of head, tail,
water, and oil beads captures the essential properties of ter-
nary systems such as phase separation and adsorption.
Changes in surfactant structure such as chain length and
branching can easily be realized. We calculate bending
moduli for a variety of surfactant structures and binary mix-
tures of surfactants. The aim is a molecular understanding of
the bending modulus. This is important because it is agreed
that the bending modulus is a key parameter in understand-
ing structure and phase behavior of microemulsions.20

We have chosen a coarse-grained method, dissipative
particle dynamics~DPD! to govern the particle dynamics.
The advantage of DPD over molecular dynamics is that the
accessible time and length scales are increased by approxi-
mately an order of magnitude. We use a Monte Carlo tech-
nique to vary the box shape during the simulations according
to a specified constant interfacial tension.21 In this manner
we can compare the bending moduli for monolayers at the
same interfacial tension, resembling saturated, low-tension
layers such as in a microemulsion.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION DETAILS

A. Dissipative particle dynamics

In DPD, conservative, random, and dissipative forces act
between two particlesi and j which are a distancer i j apart,

Fi j 5Fi j
C~r i j !1Fi j

R~r i j !1Fi j
D~r i j !, ~2!

where the forces are of the form

Fi j
C5ai j w

C~r i j ! r̂ i j , ~3!

Fi j
R5swR~r i j !u i j r̂ i j , ~4!

Fi j
D52hwD~r i j !~ r̂ i j •vi j ! r̂ i j . ~5!

Here,vi j is the velocity difference for the two particles,r̂ i j is
the unit vector pointing from particlei to particle j . u is a
random number between 0 and 1,ai j , s andh determine the
amplitude of the conservative, random and dissipative forces,
respectively, while thew’s are weight functions. To obey the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem, we must havewD5(wR)2,
and the system temperature will follow from the relation
betweens and h : s2/h52kT.22 We use the same integra-
tion algorithm, weight functions, and parameters as Groot
and Warren,23

wC~r !5wR~r !5AwD~r !5w~r !, ~6!

where

w~r !5H 12
r

r c
for r ,r c

0 for r>r c.

~7!

Throughout this paper we use reduced units.r c is the
unit of length,kT ~the temperature of the thermostat! is the
unit of energy, and the mass unit is the mass of a DPD bead.
In these units,s53.0 andh54.5.

B. Model

We use a coarse-grained approach where one DPD-
particle represents a group of atoms, or a liquid volume.
Water beads, oil beads, head groups, and tail groups are de-
noted by w, o, h, and t, respectively. The tail beads are iden-
tical to the oil beads. Some of the model surfactants investi-
gated are shown in Fig. 1. A surfactant molecule consists of
head groups and tail groups connected by harmonic springs:

Fi j
Bond52ks~r i j 2r 0! r̂ i j . ~8!

We chooseks5100 andr 050.7. Water and oil are repre-
sented by a single bead for simplicity. One tail bead typically
represents a few CH2 groups.24–26The repulsion parameters
used are shown in Table I. These are taken from Groot,25

FIG. 1. Some of the model surfactants investigated in this study and the
nomenclature used. The white particles are hydrophilic beads~h! and the
gray particles hydrophobic tails~t!.
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except that we usedaoo525 instead of 15. This change has
been made to obtain similar bulk densities in the oil and in
the water phase~see also Ref. 5!.

C. Simulation details

The systems contained typically 32 000 beads. The num-
ber of surfactant molecules used varied from 600 for the
largest and up to 1400 for the smallest, of which not all are at
the interface. This gave equilibrium areas of typically
22322. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all
three directions. All simulations were performed at a bead
density of 3.0 and with a time step of 0.03.

After an equilibrium area was reached, each system was
simulated for at least 8000 Monte Carlo steps. Each Monte
Carlo step consists of either a series of DPD steps~between
1 and 200 with equal probability! or an attempt to change the
box shape.

Figure 2 shows a snapshot of two monolayers with a
total of 618 h2t5 surfactant molecules. The 16 000 oil beads
and 16 000 water beads are not shown for clarity. Due to the
high repulsion between hydrophilic and hydrophobic beads
~Table I! all the surfactant molecules are at the interfaces. If
the interfacial tension is very low, the film is not strictly flat
and undulatory waves can be observed.

D. Constant NgT conditions

We perform most simulations in a constantNgT en-
semble. The monolayers in microemulsions usually have ul-
tralow interfacial tensions, but the area per surfactant mol-
ecule may vary depending on the surfactant. A constantg is
thus a better reference state than constant area per molecule
when comparing with experiments. Also, it is hard to impose
a given area per molecule because not all surfactant mol-
ecules are necessarily at the interface; some may form mi-
celles or dissolve in water.

By simulating a constantNgT ensemble we allow for
the natural local area fluctuations in real systems. Lindahl
and Edholm found that area fluctuations and undulations are
weakly anticorrelated.10 This indicates that area fluctuations
may influence the undulation intensity. We will therefore
compare the constant area and constant interfacial tension
schemes in Sec. II G.

Constant interfacial tension is achieved in the simula-
tions by combining DPD with a Monte Carlo scheme.28 The
box volume is kept constant while the shape of the box is
allowed to fluctuate according to the specifiedg.21

For surfactants on an oil/water interface, the interfacial
tension depends on the amount and the type of surfactant. We
find that g50 can be obtained with surfactants as small as
ht3 . Starting the simulation with a large area, the area will
decrease until the surfactant density at the interface corre-
sponds to that of zero interfacial tension. The tensionless
interface will coexist with surfactant molecules dissolved in
bulk or micelles. For ht and ht2 surfactantsg50 could not
be obtained. When imposing a too low interfacial tension in
the simulations, an equilibrium box area cannot be estab-
lished. The area continues to decrease while the surfactant
molecules migrate into the water phase and eventually form
various aggregates.

E. Undulatory fluctuations

To compute the bending moduli we analyze the fluctua-
tions of the interface. The first step is to characterize the
interface. For a sufficiently large number of surfactant mol-
ecules the interface can be described by continuum theory.4

Let h(x,y) be the local displacement from the average posi-
tion of the interface,h(x,y)5z(x,y)2z0 , where z is the
direction normal to the interface andz0 is the average posi-
tion of the interface. We will now rewrite Eq.~1! in terms of
h(x,y) ash(x,y) can be monitored easily in the simulations.
For small curvatures, c11c25¹2h and dA
5dxdyA11(¹h)2. For now we assumec050 in Eq. ~1!.
The surface integral overc1c2 is constant when the topology
does not change, specifically, it is zero for a film.29 This
implies that k̄ does not affect the energy fluctuations in a
monolayer and henceforth not the calculations of the bending
moduli. It also means that this elastic constant can not be
determined by studying a given topology as in this study.
The leading terms in curvature become30

e~h~x,y!![~E~h~x,y!!2E~0!!/A ~9!

5
g

2
~¹h~x,y!!21

k

2
~¹2h~x,y!!2. ~10!

TABLE I. Repulsion parametersai j . w5water bead, o5oil or tail group,
and h5head group.

w o h

w 25 80 15
o 80 25 80
h 15 80 35

FIG. 2. Snapshot of 618 h2t5 surfactant molecules at zero interfacial tension.
Head beads are in yellow and tail beads in gray. The head beads have been
drawn larger compared to the tail beads to visualize the high head–head
repulsion. Water~in the middle! and oil ~on the sides! have been omitted for
clarity. @Picture prepared with VMD~Ref. 27!.# ~Color online only.!
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While the last term is the energy cost related directly to the
bending of the monolayer, the first term on the right de-
scribes the energy cost due to an increase in area upon bend-
ing. Fourier transformation of Eq.~10! gives

ẽ~ h̃~q!!5
g

2
q2h̃~q!21

k

2
q4h̃~q!2. ~11!

According to the equipartition principle,

^ẽ~ h̃~q!!&5
1

A

kBT

2
~12!

such that

^uh̃~q!u2&5
kBT

A
~gq21kq4!21. ~13!

For short wavelengths the continuum picture is not valid.
Molecular protrusions characterize the interface and these
will be described by a protrusion tensions similar in nature
to the interfacial tension,10

^uh̃~q!u2&5
kBT

A
~sq2!21. ~14!

Because we have applied a coarse-grained surfactant model,
we will not investigate the interface at this level of detail.

Equation ~13! predicts the spectral intensities of each
undulation mode as a function of wave vectorq. From the
simulation we can obtain̂uh̃(q)u2& by monitoring h(x,y)
and by fitting the results to Eq.~13!, the elastic constants can
be estimated.

F. Spectral analysis

To perform spectral analysis we need to monitor the lo-
cal positionz(x,y) of each of the two interfaces. Note that
we treat the two monolayers separately. The periodic bound-
ary conditions prohibit simulation of a single monolayer be-
tween oil and water. A grid with 30330 points was assigned
to each interface. In the systems with high concentration of
surfactants we defined the position of the interface locally
from the positions of the surfactant head groups connected to
the first tail bead. Two practical problems arise: First, how to
determine whether a surfactant molecule belongs to one of
the two interfaces or not. If it is dissolved in the bulk phases
or is part of a micelle it should be disregarded when the
position of the interface is calculated. Second, for each grid
point (i , j ), the positionz( i , j ) must be defined as some
~weighted! average of thez-coordinates of the surfactant
head groups nearby.

To determine which surfactant molecules belong to the
interface, we used a cluster algorithm with the following
criteria: Given two cut-off parametersRxy andRz , two mol-
eculesa andb belong to the same cluster if

~1! (za
h2zb

h)2,Rz
2,

~2! (xa
h2xb

h)21(ya
h2yb

h)2,Rxy
2 ,

~3! (za
t 2zb

t )2,Rz
2,

~4! (xa
t 2xb

t )21(ya
t 2yb

t )2,Rxy
2 ,

~5! (za
h2za

t )/uza
h2za

t u5(zb
h2zb

t )/uzb
h2zb

t u,

where superscripth denotes the head bead closest to the tail
and t the tail bead closest to the head. The four first criteria
ensure that both the two head groups and the two tail groups
are close. The last criterion states that their head–tail bonds
must have the same direction projected onto the interfacial
normal. This is efficient in filtering out single surfactant mol-
ecules or micelles very close to the interface. Different val-
ues for the parametersRz and Rxy were used depending on
the type of surfactant~s!. This involved some trial and error
until the two largest clusters correctly included all and only
those surfactant molecules making up the interface. Visual
inspection of snapshots in which molecules belonging to the
two largest clusters were color-marked served as a final
check. Typical values that gave a good description of the
interface wereRz50.921.1 and Rxy51.822.1. For each
surfactant type and density, we found a range in which small
variationsd of Rz andRxy did not affect the number of sur-
factant molecules in the interface. Then all the surfactant
molecules at the interfaces are included in the cluster and
those that are a distance betweenRz and Rz1d away are
filtered out with the bond direction criterion anyway.

Figure 3 shows an example configuration with 50% ht5

and 50% ht surfactant atg50.1g0 where g053.45 is the
bare oil–water interfacial tension. Only the head groups and
the tail groups attatched to them are shown for clarity. The
small surfactant molecules are soluble in water and there are
also a few micelles. In Fig. 3~a! the head groups of the large
and small surfactant molecules are shown in yellow and
green, respectively, the tails are in gray and red. In Fig. 3~b!

FIG. 3. Snapshots from a system with 50% ht5 and 50% ht surfactant at
interfacial tensiong50.1g0 . Only the head groups and the first tail bead
~the one connected to the head! are shown. The head beads have been drawn
larger compared to the tail beads to visualize the high head–head repulsion.
Water~in the middle! and oil ~on the sides! as well as the four last tail beads
of ht5 have been omitted for clarity.~a! and~b! represent the same configu-
ration. In ~a! beads are colored according to type: ht5 heads in yellow, ht5

tails in gray, ht heads in green, and ht tails in red. In~b! the head groups are
colored yellow if they are assigned to the interface and red otherwise.@Pic-
ture prepared with VMD~Ref. 27!.# ~Color online only.!
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the surfactants are colored according to the outcome of the
cluster analysis: Surfactants that are determined to be part of
the interface have yellow head groups, while the rest have
red head groups.

The positionz( i , j ) must be defined as some function of
the z-coordinates of surfactant molecules close to the grid
point, for example,

z~ i , j !5
(kr k

2pzk

(kr k
2p , ~15!

where r k5(xk2D i )21(yk2D j )2 and the sum is over all
surfactant molecules that haver k,R. R must be large
enough such that at least one molecule is assigned to the grid
point but small enough such thatz( i , j ) is indeed thelocal
position. A highp gives the molecules close to the grid point
more weight. We chosep55 andR around unity to get 1–4
surfactant molecules withinR. We find that the values cho-
sen forR, p and the number of grid points affect the inten-
sity of the highestq-modes~protrusion modes!. However,
they have only a negligible effect on the lowq-modes from
which we determine the bending modulus.

For the systems with few or zero surfactant molecules
~the first four points in Fig. 5 below! the interface could not
be described by the surfactants alone so we used a different
definition of the interface. We let all pairs consisting of one
hydrophobic and one hydrophilic bead which were closer
than r c contribute to the interface. Now all surfactant mol-
ecules are at the interfaces so no cluster routine was needed.
The assignment of positions to grid points were done in the
same way as for high surfactant concentrations.

The two-dimensional discrete Fourier transformation
yields

h̃~ i q , j q!5 (
i 50

n21

(
j 50

n21

h~ i r , j r !expH 22p i

n
~ i r i q1 j r j q!J .

~16!

We can replaceh( i r , j r) by z( i r , j r) in Eq. ~16! as the con-
stantz0 vanishes in the summation. After averagingh̃( i q , j q)
over all snapshots we can obtainh̃(qr) for qr

5A( i q
21 j q

2)2p/Lx , whereLx is the average box size inx
andy direction and (i q

21 j q
2)<(n21)2.

Figure 4 shows the spectral intensityS(q)5^uh̃(q)u2A&
versusq52p/l, whereA is the average box area andl is
the undulation wave length for h2t5 surfactants atg50. The
full line in Figs. 4~a! and 4~c! representsS(q)51/(3.3q4).
The agreement with Eq.~13! is very good: At long wave-
lengths, the continuum picture is valid andS(q)51/(kq4).
In the log/log plot we can identifyq24 behavior for lowq
values and a transition towardsq22 behavior for highq.
When plotting 1/(S(q)q2) versusq2 we get a straight line in
the continuum regime, wherek is the slope andg is the
crossing with they-axis.

The box dimensions limit the lowestq mode we can
measure toqmin52p/AA. We stress that Eq.~13! is valid in
the continuum limit so 1/(S(q)q2) versusq2 is only linear in
the limit q→0. This means that there is some uncertainty in
the extrapolation needed to determinek. Thus a systematic
error due to the finite system size might add to the statistical

errors shown in the plots. Allk values reported here have
been calculated by fitting the first four points~weighted by
their statistical errors! to y5g1kx. The reported error bars
include results and uncertainties if we fit to three or five
points.

G. Comparison between constant g and constant
A simulations

To compare the results and accuracy in the constant in-
terfacial tension and the constant area ensemble, we studied
the dependence ofk on interfacial density for the ht4 surfac-
tant. First we performed constant area simulations with vari-
ous surfactant concentrations. We sampled the interfacial
tension and continued the simulations imposing this interfa-
cial tension. We found no difference in results between the
two ensembles within the uncertainty of the results~see Fig.
5 in Sec. III A!. However, the accuracy differs. Because the
constant interfacial tension is more time consuming, the
NVT ensemble is more efficient for a given CPU time, but

FIG. 4. Spectral intensities for h2t5 atg50. The slopes of the full and dotted
lines represent the values fork and the lower and upper error bars in Fig. 11,
respectively.
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for a given number of DPD steps, theNgT ensemble gives
better accuracy. This is mainly because there is no uncer-
tainty in g, and the accuracy ofg influences the accuracy in
k when fitted to Eq.~13!.

We perform most simulations in theNgT ensemble to
compare different structures and compositions at the same
~zero or very low! interfacial tension, resembling saturated
monolayers and microemulsion conditions.

H. Asymmetric surfactants

Equation~10! is valid for interfaces where the preferred
curvature is zero, for example bilayers or monolayers of sur-
factants which are symmetric in the sense that they do not
prefer to bend towards either the oil or the water phase. The
surfactants studied here are, like most real surfactants, asym-
metric. However, in a simulation with periodic boundary
conditions the interfaces are constrained to be flat on aver-
age. This means that the average curvature,c̄5^c11c2&/2
50, differs from the preferred curvaturec0 which is deter-
mined by the characteristic volumev0 , chain lengthl s and
head group areaa0 of the surfactant.4

The replacement ofc0 with c̄ in Eq. ~1! may in general
lead to a distribution of modes differing from Eq.~13!. This
would be observed in the fluctuation spectrum withS(q)
differing from Eq. ~13!. Since the model fits the spectrum
well, we neglect this error. Specifically, we can check theq2

dependence since the interfacial tension is imposed and can
also be calculated independently from the pressure tensor.31

We obtain the interfacial tension on the y-axis within the
errors by extrapolating the linear part toq50 @Fig. 4~a!#. We
conclude that Eq.~13! is a good description of the fluctuation
spectrum within the uncertainties of the method.

In real microemulsions wherec̄Þ0 curvature fluctua-
tions appear as deviations in droplet shape and size from
spheres with radiusc0

21. The size and shape fluctuations can
be described in terms of spherical harmonics.32,33 That al-
lows experimentalists to extract the bending moduli from
analyzing the neutron scattering on microemulsion
droplets.20,34 Those bending moduli describe the energy cost
of curvature deviations away from the average droplet size
with radiusc0

21. The bending moduli reported here describe
instead the average energy cost of curvature deviations away
from a flat surface.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We will here determine how the bending modulus de-
pends on the molecular structure and composition of surfac-
tants. First we investigate the dependence on density for a
simple linear surfactant~Sec. III A!. This is done using both
the constant area and constant interfacial tension ensembles
for comparison. The remaining simulations will be at a con-
stant low interfacial tension to resemble the conditions in
microemulsions. We useg50 or g50.1g0 whereg053.45
is the bare oil–water interfacial tension.

A. Effect of surfactant density

For the linear surfactant ht4 we studied the dependency
on interfacial density. We performed both constant area

simulations and constant interfacial tension simulations. Fig-
ure 5 shows that the bending modulus increases monoto-
nously with increasing density of surfactant. While the area
fluctuations increase with increasing density due to lower
interfacial tension,bendingthe sheet becomes increasingly
energy costly. Without surfactant, bending of the layer has
little effect on the packing, only on the area. The bending
modulus is therefore very low. With surfactant at the inter-
face, bending involves squeezing of the chains on one side of
the layer. Oil and water molecules close to the surface can
easily diffuse away from the compressed volume but the sur-
factant molecules cannot. As their density increases, steric
forces due to bending increase accordingly.

A nonmonotonic dependence ofk with area per surfac-
tant molecule for weak linear surfactants was reported
previously.14 Local fluctuations in the alignment at the inter-
face can decrease the bending modulus from the bare oil/
water value. This effect disappears as the density increases
and/or as the surfactant molecules become longer or stronger,
i.e., when their tendency to align increases. For dense mono-
layers and/or strong surfactants the tendency to align perpen-
dicular to the interface will increase monotonously with sur-
factant density. The surfactants investigated in this study, in
particular the ht4 surfactant in Fig. 5, must be regarded as
strong surfactants in the sense that the solubility in water5 is
very low. Because of the coarse-graining they represent
larger surfactants than the Lennard-Jones based four- and
eight-beaded surfactants in Ref. 14. This might account for
the qualitative difference observed.

B. Effect of chain lengths

We simulated monolayers of linear surfactants of type
htn , n51 – 6 in the constant interfacial tension ensemble. A
tensionless state could be obtained forn>3. Figure 6 shows
that the bending modulus increases linearly with the number
of tail beads. As the monolayer becomes thicker, the energy
cost of bending the monolayer increases. For monolayers of
surfacants with a given area per molecule, one intuitively
expects the energy cost of bending the membrane to increase
as the tails become longer. Here we find that this is also true

FIG. 5. Bending modulus as a function of surfactant density of ht4 surfac-
tant. The simulations at constant interfacial tension~circles! are continua-
tions of simulations at constant area~squares!, imposing the average inter-
facial tension from the constant area simulations. Sampling was done during
53105 DPD steps in both cases.
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if one compares the different chain lengths at the same inter-
facial tension rather than interfacial density. This means that
the chain length affects bending moduli more than the pack-
ing density does. Bothg02g andk increase with interfacial
density and/or chain lengths. It is, however, interesting to
note thatk is more sensitive to these parameters thang is.
For a given increase in chain length, the density can be low-
ered to give the sameg. k, however, depends more strongly
on chain length than density and will increase unless the
density is further decreased.

Figure 6 suggests a linear increase with chain length in
the given range. Theory predicts a power-lawk}np, p
52 – 3,4,16 often used as a theoretical reference in
experiments.34–37 However, in the theory the area per mol-
ecule is kept constant. That is not the case in our simulations
nor in the experimental situation. The rate of increase in Fig.
6 would be higher if one compared different surfactants at a
given density rather than at a given interfacial tension. This
follows from two observations: The surfactant density at a
given interfacial tension increases with increasing tail
length,5 and the bending modulus increases with density for
a given chain length~Fig. 5!. Our results are in accordance
with theory at similar conditions.17,38

It is interesting to make a more detailed comparison with
the experimental data. A tail bead in our model represents
approximately three CH2 groups. The surfactants in Fig. 6
therefore correspond to chains with 9–18 alkyl units, which
are typical lengths of real surfactants. 2k1k̄ has been mea-
sured experimentally for surfactants with number of alkyl
units between 8–12~polyethyleneglycol alkyl ethers34,36!
and 12–18 (n-alkyl-n-dodecyldimethylammonium
bromides37 and alkyl amine oxides36!. The data are fit to
power laws withp52.3 andp52.95 grounded on the theo-
retical prediction at constant area. However, with only 3–4
points for each surfactant type and some scattering in the
results they could equally well fit a linear curve in the same
range, especially because an investigation towardsn50 is
impossible both in experiments and simulations~at g.0).

C. Effect of adding cosurfactant

Figure 7 shows the bending modulus as a function of
mole fraction of cosurfactant~ht! added to the ht5 surfactant.
Also shown is the effect of reducing the chain length for all

the surfactant molecules to the same average. We see that the
effect of replacing some long surfactant molecules with short
ones is larger than the effect of reducing the chain length of
all molecules. A low tension monolayer cannot be obtained
with all surfactant types, see discussion in Sec. II D. We
therefore usedg50.1g0 except for xht50.9 and xht51.0
where we usedg50.2g0 . Those two points are therefore
slightly higher than the trend in Fig. 7 suggests.

The effect of binary mixture versus single-component
monolayer was also investigated using mean-field theory as-
suming constant area15,16,19 and assuming saturated
monolayers.17,18 Szleifer et al.15 predicted that the bending
modulus of an equimolar mixture could become as low as
that of a membrane composed of only the short molecules.
Cantor17 found no pronounced difference between a mixed
and pure monolayer at any average chain length. Our results
are somewhat in between: A lowerk for the binary mixture,
decreasing with mole fraction of the ht surfactant. The cal-
culations in Ref. 17 are carried out under the condition of
‘‘saturated’’ monolayers, which is similar to imposing a low
interfacial tension. In Ref. 16 the monolayers are compared
at a given area, i.e., not accounting for the variation in sur-
face density. It is therefore interesting to note that our simu-
lation results differ qualitatively from both these works.

The suppression of a possible spontaneous curvaturec0

might have an effect on the measuredk. Calculations have
shown that the cosurfactant has a larger effect on the curva-
ture than on the bending modulus.18 Here, a mean curvature
of zero is forced through the periodic boundary conditions.

A reduction in bending rigidity with addition of short
chain surfactant was also observed experimentally. Gradziel-
ski et al. studied a binary mixture of C12E5 and C8E2 surfac-
tant ~polyethyleneglycol alkyl ethers! and found a trend and
values very similar to those in Fig. 7.36 It was also found that
the decrease ink upon adding cosurfactant depends on the
difference in chain length between the short and long surfac-
tants; short surfactants reducingk more for a given mole
fraction.35,39

An interesting question is howk behaves atlow mole
fractions of ht. Figure 8 shows a linear decrease in the range

FIG. 6. Bending modulus as a function of the number of tail beadsn for htn
surfactants atg50.

FIG. 7. Bending modulus as a function of mole fraction of cosurfactant
added to the ht5 surfactants~squares, lowerx-axis! and as a function of
chain lengthn for pure htn surfactants~circles, upperx-axis!. The imposed
interfacial tension wasg50.1g0 ~open symbols! except forxht50.9 and
xht51.0 which are atg50.2g0 ~solid symbols!.
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of investigation. Mean-field theory at constant area predicts
that the film can become very flexible by adding only a small
amount of cosurfactant, i.e., a hyperbolic decrease ink with
mole fraction.16,19 Without the constant area constraint the
decrease is linear forx,0.6.17 This is consistent with our
results. The available experimental data also supports a lin-
ear decrease.36 It therefore seems that a constant area con-
straint overestimates the efficiency of cosurfactants in reduc-
ing the film rigidity.

We will now discuss the results of Fig. 7 in terms of the
chain packing constraints.16,40 Short molecules acting as
spacers between longer molecules reduce the chain–chain
repulsion. That is particularly beneficial for a curved mono-
layer because the available area decreases towards the end of
the chain, see Fig. 9. The cartoon shows how the available
chain area changes with bending for surfactant molecules of
uniform length and for a mixture between short and long
surfactants. For those of uniform length, the area per chain
segment increases close to the water phase and decreases
towards the end of the chain compared to the flat layer. This
is also the case for the mixed monolayer, but here this is
highly beneficial as the density of chain segments is higher
close to the water phase. This explains the difference be-
tween the two curves in Fig. 7. Figure 7 also suggests that
the effect of the spacers is highest when the mole fractions
are roughly equal. A snapshot from the simulation withxht

50.5 was shown in Fig. 3.
To investigate possible ordering in the two-component

monolayer we calculated the two-dimensional radial distri-
bution functiong2D(r ) ~Fig. 10!. r is here the distance be-

tween two surfactant head groups projected onto the inter-
face. Note that the absence of hard-core repulsion between
DPD beads allow beads to overlap. Also, there is short-range
order but no long-range order. The ht5– ht5 , ht5– ht, and
ht–ht distributions differ for all mole fractions. This indi-
cates short-range order in the distribution of the two types.
The first peak is higher for pairs of different surfactants and
the difference increases with decreasing difference in the
mole fractions. This indicates a preference for ht5 molecules
to be surrounded by ht molecules and vice versa. This is
expected as the entropic repulsion between chains is higher
for the surfactants with longer chains, and it supports the
packing order shown in Figs. 9~b! and 9~d!.

D. Linear versus branched surfactants

The difference between linear and branched surfactants
with the same number of chain segments is interesting both
from a theoretical and practical view point. Previously we
reported that these branched surfactants are more efficient
than the linear ones in reducing the interfacial tension:5 At
the same area density of surfactants, the branched give a
lower interfacial tension. We will now determine the effect of
branching on the bending modulus.

We simulated monolayers of the linear surfactant h2t5
and the branched surfactant h2t(t2)2 at g50 and at g
50.1g0 . The results are shown in Fig. 11. The linear surfac-
tant has a higher bending modulus than the branched surfac-
tant. Because the linear one has higherg for a given density,
its packing is denser at a giveng. Due to the double chain of
h2t(t2)2 , we might expect it to have a bending modulus simi-
lar to h2t2 or h2t3 at the same interfacial tension. Given the
linear increase ink with chain length~Fig. 6!, the difference
between branched and linear surfactants is as expected.

Cosurfactant was added to both linear and branched sur-
factants. This decreases the difference between the two. It
has less effect on the branched surfactant because its double
tail already acts as a kind of spacer.

FIG. 8. Bending modulus as a function of mole fraction of cosurfactant
added to ht5 and h2t5 surfactants atg50.1g0 .

FIG. 9. Cartoon showing medium-length surfactants and a mixture of long-
and short-chain surfactants at a planar and curved interface.

FIG. 10. Two-dimensional radial distribution function for head beads of
pairs of ht5– ht5 , ht5– ht, and ht–ht molecules for various mole fractions of
cosurfactant. Numbers on they-axis refer to graphs forxht50.10. Graphs
for the other mole fractions have been shifted down by 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8,
respectively.
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IV. CONCLUSION

One important result of this paper is that thethicknessof
the layer affects the rigidity more than thedensityof the
layer: g decreases andk increases with both increasing den-
sity and increasing chain length. However, at giveng, i.e.,
accounted for a difference in density,k still increases with
chain length.

Our simulations are performed at constant low interfa-
cial tension, corresponding to microemulsion monolayers.
We calculated values fork versus chain length for a one-
component layer and versus mole fraction of cosurfactant for
a binary mixture. The results differ qualitatively from theo-
retical predictions that assume constant area density. We find
that k increases roughly linearly with chain length for a
given head group. This is within the uncertainties of the ex-
periments available, although these are often compared to
theoretical predictions at constant area density. With this as-
sumption the chain length increases faster. We also found
that mixtures of short and long surfactants are more flexible
than medium length surfactants of the same average chain
length, but the decrease is roughly linear in mole fraction and
less dramatic than without taking the density variations into
account.
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